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T ow-income housing credit, under Section 42 of
I the Internal Revenue Code, was developed by
fJ Congress and presented in the larr Ret'orm Ait
of 1986. The IRS Code provides tax credits for ac-
quisition, rehabilitation and construction of low-
income housing. The Low-lncome Housing Tax
Credit Program allows investors, typically limited
partnerships, a dollar-for-dollar tax credit for quali-
fving low-income housing projects. This tax credit
is determined by the applicable percentage of the
qualified basis of each low-income housing project
and reduces tax payments over a ten year period.

Overview Of Rules
IRS Code 42 provides tax credits for projects which
follow the guidelines for low-income housing pro-
jects. The tax credits are taken annually over a ten
vear period and are based on calculations of the
applicable percentate. This percentage represents
70% present value credit for certain new buildings,
70% present value of rehabilitathg buildings and a
30% present value credit for the acquisition of exist-
ing buildings. Only a 30% tax credit is available for
projects receiving other additional federal
subsidies.

The true amount of credit depends on a num-
ber of other factors including: the amount invested
in the low-income housing project, the portion of
low-income housing units, whether the proiect is a
new building or an existing building, whether fed-
erally subsidized financing was used and the set-
aside percentage of credit provided by the state. It
is important to note that each state has credit lim-
itations which may be allocated to the state and that
state approval is often the hardest obstacle in the
building of low-income housing. State approval in
many states has become easier to obtain, but in a
number of states it is a major stumbling block to
obtain low-income credit. This article considers this
process in the state of California as an example of
how the low-income tax credit works.

Califomia Thx Credit Committee
Specificalty, the tax credit is computed by applying
the applicable credit percentage to the qualified
basis of the low-income building. The qualified
basis is the portion of the eligible basis of the low-
income units in the building. Qualifications in-
clude: a minimum percentage of units occupied by
low-income tenants and rent restrictions based on
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Elnatiorr Of Local Pmblems Tb Tlu Natinnl La,d
As awareness of the environment emerged in the
late 1960s, Americans looked to the federal govern-
ment for solutions. Confidence in government, es-
pecially the federal government, was strong; the
nation had just embarked on the War on Povertv,
and the Apollo program to land a man on the moon
nas nearing its objective.

Furthermore, state and local governments were
sending mixed signals about protecting the envi-
ronment. Thomas Tietenberg, writing in his text-
book on economics and the environment, describes
how the federal government tried to "cajole the
states into action" on controlling air pollution. State
governments resisted.

But the mood of the late 1960s was activist, and
environmental activists were impatient. They con-
sidered the attitudes of state and local governments
as parochial, unenlightened and political. To force
the states to act, they sought more control at the
federal level, and they got it. Pollution control went
off in a "bold new direction," says Tietenberg, with
a "massive attempt to control the injection of sub-
stances into our air."r? That federal attempt still is
ongoing.

Resistance by state officials stemmed from the
fact that strict controls would place their state at a
competitive disadvantage as they tried to attract
jobs and industry. Politically, they would face prob-
lems with company officials whose profits would
go down and to employees who could lose their
jobs. Even though concern about pollution was ris-
ing, residents did not necessarily want cleaner air
and streams to overide other goals.

The nationalization of pollution control did not
eliminate environmental politics but changed its
chief location to Washington, DC., rather than
states or municipalities. Today, Iocal and state gov-
ernments find themselves in battles with the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency as it insists they meet
national ambient air standards and threatens to cut
off funds if they don't. Furthermore, congressmen
from one state pit themselves against those of other
states. Robert Crandall of Brookings studied the
voting patterns that led to the passage of the 79'n
amendments to the Clean Air Act. He found that
representatives of the industrialized rustbelt states
in the Northeast and Midwest had banded together,
voting to impose heavier controls on new plants
built in pristine areas such as the growing sunbelt.
By insisting on tougher controls for the sunbelt
states, these congressmen reduced the competitive
advantages of the southern states,23 which had
lower production costs.

Ttu Effects Of Tunnel Vision
By elevating pollution control and environmental
protection to the level of the national government,
faster cleanup seemed possible. But in many cases
these hopes have not been realized. One reason
federal regulation has not lived up to expectations
is that Bovernment officials have tunnel vision, a
term adopted bv Supreme Court Justice Stephen
Breyer. This "classic administrative disease," ex-
plains Breyer, "arises when dn agency so organizes
c.rr subdivides its tasks that each emplovee's individ-
ual conscientious performance effectively carries
single-minded pursuit of a single goal too far, to
the point where it brings about more harm than
8ood."r+

The Superfund protram illustrates this tunnel
vision. People in towns like Aspen, Colorado and
Triumph, Idaho have been battling with the EPA
over whether the.v should have Superfund sites.
These are mining towns that have areas with signif-
icant mine tailings. In Aspen, for example, a mobile
home park located right on top of the tailings has
been in existence for years. Because of the way that
the EPA calculates contamination by small quan-
tities of heavy metals, the EPA contends these sites
are extremely dangerous to residents and must be
completelv cleaned up for people to live there
safely.25 But residents counter by pointing out there
are no epidemiological signs of harm and, h fact,
there is no elevation of lead in the residents' blood
among people who have lived for years on or near
the affected areas. Howevel the EPA persists in
pressing for "zero risk" even though the trucks that
would haul away the waste may well pose a greater
risk to the health and safety of the residents.

This tunnel vision explains why the nation is
spending millions of dollars to clean up Superfund
sites that may pose a one-in-a-million risk of cancer
while far greater risks are ignored. Experts have
calculated the costs of lives saved bv regulation. Bv
one estimate, it costs $31,000 to avert a death by
upgrading traffic signs; in contrast, the EPAt ban
on the production and use of asbestos costs 9110.7
million per life saved.26

Reforms Currently Underway
With regulation so out of kilter, the effort to reduce
regulatory burdens is not surprising. ConS;ress has
taken the initiative in some wavs, but ideas for re-
form are also circulating in state and local govem-
ments, in think tanks, among interest groups and
within businesses. Even the executive branch rec-
ognizes that some change is needed. It is too soon
to know how everythint will sort out. No one
knows just how stront the momentum is to repeal,
reform and reinvent.
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Growing Concern About Tlu Em,ironment
Most people date the start of the modern environ-
mental movement with the 1952 publication of Silerrt
Spring.rt This eloquent book by Rachel Carson
aroused fears that the natural world was being
damaged, perhaps destroyed, by human technol-
ogy. Carson focused on pesticides, especially DDI
and what followed was the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency's 1972 ban on the use of DDT.

In 1972, another book, Tlu Lit its to Ctowthl,
raised fears of famine, overpopulation and resource
depletion. Basing their views on computer models
developed at MIT, the authors predicted that "the
limits to growth on this planet will be reached
sometime within the next 100 years. The probable
result will be a rather sudden and uncontrollable
decline in both population and industrial capac-
ity.'n3 When the OPEC oil embargo occurred in 1973
and prices of energy began to climb, the book's
fearful predictions looked credible, although they
have since been shown to be completelv unrealistic.

At the same time, Americans looked around
and saw environmental problems. In many cities
the air was dirtv and rivers nere polluted and full
of debris. The Cuyahoga River actually caught fire
in 1969, and the event became a symbol of the se-
verity of pollution, galvanizing manv people to do
something.

What they did was pass federal laws. From the
National Environmental Policy Act, which became
law in 1969, to the creation of Superfundra in 1980,
Congress enacted a steady progression of laws de-
signed to correct what seemed to be n rong. These
included the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act
and the Endangered Species Act, among others.ls

But lvas the environment really getting worse in
the years preceding the enactment of these laws?
Probably not. Robert Crandall, an economist with
the Brookings Institution, has studied evidence of
air pollution during the 1960s and 1970s. He con-
cludes that the nation's air was improving steadili/
for decades before 1970 and, in fact, was improving
/asfer in the 1960s, before the passage of the Clean
Air Act, than in the 1970s after it was passed.16

How can this be? Air pollution is usuallv un-
burnt fuel. Losing fuel through the smokestack is
costly and burning it more efficiently saves the
company money. Other kinds of pollution, too,
such as healy metal pollution in watet represent
wasted resources, so reducing waste through tech-
nology improves the bottom line. Thus, even
though in the short run it is convenient to emit
pollutants into the air or watel over the long run,
profit-making companies have an incentive to clean
up their waste.

But something else also was happening. Peo-
ple's attitudes were changing as their incomes rose.
The factory smokestack that once symbolized pro-
gress now was viewed as an unpleasant nuisance
for those living nearby. "Postwar affluence had pro-
duced a generation reared in relative comfort, one
now in search of post material values long deferred
by their elders," writes Christopher Bosso to ex-
plain the rise of environmentalism in the 1960s.
"Once-dominant economic concerns gave way to
'superior' goods, those not necessary to human
survival but increasingly regarded as essential to
the overall quality of life."17

Subsequent studies have confirmed the link be-
tween rising income and environmental protection.
A study bv Cene Grossman and Alan Krueger of
Princeton Universityrs suggests that at low levels of
income, economic growth puts hitial stress on the
environment, but after a certain level of wealth is
reached, the environment begins to improve, Using
World Health Organization data, the authors com-
pared levels of particulate and sulfur dioxide pollu-
tion *'ith levels of income. Thev found that
pollution beBan to declhe when peicapita income
reached between fi,000 and 95,000 (in 1985
dollars).

Rising incomes affect both the demand for envi-
ronmental quality and the ability to supply it. Peo-
ple have to know they hare food on the table before
thev care about streams and lakes. And as income
rises, they have the discretionary funds to pay for
environmental quality through higher taxes or their
own economic choices.

There are numerous indications of the correla-
tion between income and concern for the environ-
ment. For example, members of eruironmental
organizations tend to be among the more affluent
Americans. Readers of Sierrn, the magazine of the
Sierra Club, have incomes twice as high as those of
the average American.re And a study for the Park
Service indicates that in 1980 the average visitor to
Bryce Canyon National Park had an annual house-
hold income of $30,000, compared with the national
average of about $18,000.20

The latest round of environmental activism,
starting visibly in 1988, is probably linked to the
nation's strong economic growth after 1983, kicked
off by a hot summer and fear about global warm-
ing. From 1983 to 1990, the United States experi-
enced what the Eco,roDric R4nrt of tlu President
called "the longest peacetime expansion on record
and the second longest expansion in U.S. history."rt
This expansion spurred people to increase their in-
terest in environmental amenities and gave them
the income to do something about it.

unit size and area median income. Also, the project
must meet the lor.r-income rental requirements for
at least 15 years, but more likely for 30 years. Fail-
ure to uphold these requirements results in a recap-
ture of the administered tax credits.

Rental Requirements
The low-income housing tax credit is available to
proiects which qualify under one of the two tests of
the minimum set-aside requirements. The two tests
are referred to as the 20/50 test and the 40/60 test;
minimum set-aside tests. Under the 20150 test, 207,
or more of the projects residential units must be
rent restricted and occupied by families with in-
comes equal to 507. or less of the area's median
gross income, adjusted for family size. Applying
the 40/60 test, 407 or more of the units are rent
restricted and the families of those units must have
incomes equal to 6070 or less of the area's median
gross income, adjusted for family size. Once the
project is placed into service, the owner of the pro-
ject must elect, irrevocably, the minimum set-aside
test that will applv to the proyect. This percentage
must be achieved before the end of the credit pe-
riod's first vear.

Beginning h 1990, to determine the income
used for calculating the maximum unit rent, each
unit is presumed to be occupied bv a specified
number of persons based on unit size, regardless of
the actual number of occupants. Ultimatelv a unit
will be considered rent-restricted if the gross rent
charged for the unit does not exceed 307c of the
income limitation applicable to the imputed num-
ber of occupants.

Determination of area median gross income is
to be made under Section 8 of the United States
Housing Act of 1937. Adiustment to area median
gross income is to be made for family size under
rules similar to the ad'ustments under Section 8 of
the United States Housing Act of 1937.

Also, the project must not only be rent-
restricted, but must be occupied by a qualifying
low-income family throughout the 15-year period.
Even if the occupant's income increases bv as much
as 40c/c of the applicable income limitation, the unit
will continue to qualify as a lo*-income unit.

Rent restrictions include gross rent which cov-
ers the tenant's utilities costs (other than tele-
phone). Also, rental assistance pavments made by
governmental agencies on behalf of tenants are not
included as part of gross rent. Once the project
owner decides on the set-aside requirement that he
will meet, the election is irrevocable and must be
put into action r.r'ithin the first vear after the project
is completed.

Proiects must obserl'e the unit size when deter-
mining the maximum unit rent. For example, a unit
without a separate bedroom is presumed occupied

by one person, u,hile a unit with one or more bed-
rooms is presumed occupied bv 1.5 persons for
each separate bedroom. Thus, under the income
limitation, a unit r^'ill be considered rent-restricted
if the gross rent charged for the unit does not ex-
ceed 30% of the income limitation applicable to the
imputed number of occupants.

Eligible Basis
In general, the eligible basis of a qualified low-
income building, n,hich is the maximum amount
upon which the tax credit is based, is equal to the
adjusted basis of the buildhg, *'ith certain mod-
ifications, at the completion of the first taxable vear
the building is placed in service oq, at the election of
the taxpayer, the next succeeding taxable year. Land
cost is not included from the eligible basis.

Amenities such as stoves, refrigerators, air con-
ditioning units and other equivalents provided in
low-income housing units, are included in the eligi-
ble basis if the cost of such amenities are compara-
ble to the costs of the amenities in any non low-
income housing units.

Also, common areas such as swimming pools,
recreational facilities and parking areas are included
in the eligible basis provided there are no separate
fees for their use and the facilities are made avail-
able to a[[ tenants on a comparable basis. The ad-
justed basis of a low.income building is also
reduced by other subsidy items in determining the
eligible basis.

In addition, the computation of eligible basis is
dependent upon *,hether the low-income housing
consists of an existing building or new construc-
tion. The eligible basis for a new building is the
adjusted basis of the new building as of the close of
the first t.-rxable vear of the credit period. This al-
lows for costs incurred after the building is placed
in service. To qualify for an increase in eligible basis
the proiect must be in a high-cost and difficult de-
velopment area. These proiects are reviewed for a
30% increase in tax credit. To qualify, the proiect
must be located in either a qualified census tract or
a difficult development area.

A qualified census tract is defined as anv
census iract where 507 or more of the household!
have an income which is less than 60% of the area's
median gross hcome. Also, the proiect cannot be
in an .rrea where 20% or more of the metropolitan
population is included.

Credit Computation
The amount of available tax credit is computed
usint one of two p€rcentages, tlre 70% credit and
the 30% credit. Costs incurred in the construction
of a new building and in the considerable reha-
bilitation of an existing building are eligible for
the 707. credit when the building is not federally
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subsidized. The annual credit is available for 10

years in an amount that will yield a present ralue of
70E, of the qualified basis of the building over the
lO-year period.

For the acquisition costs of an existing building
and the construction costs of a new building using
federally subsidized financing, an annual credit is
available for ten years, equal to an amount that
yields a present value of 30% of the qualified basis
of the lor,r.income building over the 10-vear credit
period.

Obtaining The Credit
The credit is taken over a l0-year period, knou'n as
the credit period, which begins with the taxable
year in which the building is placed in service or at
the election of the taxpaver, the succeeding taxable
year. The taxpayer can defer the credit period in
order to incur additional costs that n'ill qualify for
the credit or to have more time to increase the low-
income occupancy rate.

The credit also is based on the taxpaver enter-
ing into an extended use commitment with the
state or local credit granting agenry This commit-
ment must extend the low-income occupancv of the
project for a minimum of 15 additional years be-
yond the close of the 15-year compliance period. fb
obtain low-hcome housing credits, a project devel-
oper must file IRS Form 8609 with the state and
local housing agencv The housing agencv mav ac-
cept or re,ect an application based on factors such
as local need and alternate available means of pro-
ject financing to equity based tax credit dollars.
Form 8609 also serves as an annual statement to the
IRS that the project's building or buildings are com-
plying with the low-income set-aside and restricted
rent requirements of Section 42.

Low-Income Tax Credit Market
For a number of years there has been a developing
market for the sale of low-income tax credit. As a

tax credit, the benefit is a direct reduction from
individual taxes. The sale of tax credit programs
primarily has utilized the limited partnership struc-
ture, and the partnerships are in general nonpublic
partnerships. Shares in the partnerships are manv
times sold through seminars and through financial
planners. With the availability of the limited lia-
bilitv company, there may be an opportunitv to
provide a vehicle in which to sell the low-hcome
credits that meets the requirements of retirement
plans and certain investors.

In that case, shares are sold rather than partner-
ship units, and there mav be less problem with the
abuses that previously occurred due to the partner-
ship type of organization. However, state lara' is
evolving in this area, and the growth in popularity
of the limited liability company is uncertain. The
marketplace is a unique niche market and, while

the market has been growing for Section 42 Low-
lncome Housing Credit, it is sufficiently technical
with many specialized problems that have pre-
vented Browth, plus the partnerships are generally
small. Syndicators that arrange the low-income
housing credit programs often specialize and sell
the tax credits through multiple programs. To at-
tract clients or customers, they often develop
unique marketing programs and acquire customers
through word of mouth and past reputation. Thx
credits are sold to individuals who are in middle to
high tax brackets.

Conclusion
The Low-lncome Housing Tax Credit Program is a

success for developers, investors and the low-
income population which needs decent housing. It
is anticipated that the success should cause the p,ro.
gram to expand in future years. The tax credits
enable developers to make a reasonable profit from
projects, and investors who provide the capital re-
ceive valuable tax benefits. The program ensures
that affordable housing projects will be developed
h areas where they are most needed. Overall, the
Low-lncome Houshg Tax Credit Program is a win/
win situation for developers, investors and the low-
income population.
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new definition, might be a wetland. He went to
jail eren though he was adding r.retlands to the
property !r

r Zealous administration of the Endangered Spe-
cies Act has also put development of private
property on hold. The Fish and Wildlife Service
interprets the Endangcrcd Species Act to n'rcan
that habitat cannot be modified if it will cause the
death of an endangered species. Although most
of the public discussion on endangered species
has focused on logging (because protection of
such birds as the northern spotted owl and the
red-cockaded woodpecker affect forests), a num-
ber of developments have been thwarted or
slowed by the ability of the Fish and Wildlife
Service to control how people use the land.

For example, Beth Morian has been unable to
develop homesites on her property west of Austin,
Ibxas, because the area is habitat for the black-
capped vireo, a bird on the endanBered species
list.l The act does allow development if a landowner
creates a habitat conservation plan, but such plans
are costlv and must be worked out, step by step,
with the Fish and Wildlife Service. According to
one estimate, a habitat consen,ation plan proposed
by The Nature Conservancy for a 34,000-acre area
around Austin will cost $173 million over 30 years.5

While these obtrusive regulations have ham-
pered real estate development, what probably
changed the mood in Washington was that they
were beginning to border on the absurd. For exam-
ple: an EPA rule requires municipal sewage treat-
ment plants to remove 30 p€rcent of organic
materials in sewage that is discharged into the
ocean. In Anchorage, Alaska, sewage is so diluted
with snow or rain that it practically has no orp;anic
material by the time it reaches the ocean. Yet An-
chorage still must meet the EPA's requirement. To
do so, fish processors are addiny 5,000 pounds per
day of fish waste into the system, so that it can be
cleaned up to EPA standards!6

And then there are Superfund rules. To decide
what kind of cleanup should be undertaken, the
EPA considers site contamination based on the fol-
lowing assumptions: a site will be turned into a

residential mobile home park; children living there
will eat between 100 and 200 millip;rams of contami-
nated dirt per day; and residents will drink water
solely from wells on the site.7 In sum, Congress-
man Robert S. Walker (R-Pa.), an author of one
reform bill, says that vvith toda,/s environmental
laws, "people are seeing too much of the absurdity
and not enough of the benefits."

These rules, which sometimes seem ludicrous,
might be forgiven if the programs they belonged to
were viewed as effective. But EPA administrator
Carol Browner has criticized the Superfund

program (which she supervises) as one that "fre-
quently moves too slowly, cleans up too little, has
an unfat liability scheme and costs too much."8
The Endangered Species Act isn't just burdensome;
it's having perverse effects. By penalizing people
who find endangered species on their properry the
act creates an incentive to manage one's property so
species are kept out or removed if found. Michael
Bean, often informally credited with writing the
Endangered Species Act, recently told a Broup that
some private landowners are "actively managing
their land to avoid potential endangered species
problems" simply because they want to avoid "po-
tentially significant economic constraints."e Indeed,
few species have been taken off the endangered
species list and some of the highly touted recov-
eries, such as the gray whale and the peregrine
falcon, are due to factors other than the act itself.

In defense of current regulations, environmen-
talists have ar8ued that the anecdotes are unrepre-
sentative of federal rules. The National Wildlife
Federation issued a series of refutations of the hor-
ror stories.ro These refutations (each is only a few
paragraphs long) dispute some aspects of each
story but offer no proof that their interpretations
are more accurate than the proponents' versions.

Environmental activists in Washington are on
the defensive, and there is a clear move toward
regulatory reform. However, to put the nation on a

more reasonable track, it is necessary to under-
stand how the nation got on this one.

How Environmental Regulation Grew
Three factors lie behind the regulatory jutternaut of
the past two-and-a-half decades: a growing concern
about the environment (reflectinB both greater afflu-
ence and fear generated by apocalyptic forecasts);
overconfidence in the federal government; and the
tunnel vision that comes with regulatory territory.

Envimnmental Regulations Keep Climbing
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Soutce Corl of Fedenl fugulotion by Thomas D Hopkins,
RocfEster tnstitute of Technology, 1992.
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